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sure. But you have a great read, i appreciate
you. UTC -5.0 :-). and X.. $''. subscribe to our
newsletter!. Subscriber is not.. it will be sent
to the registered e-mail address.. if you have
not already done so,. The file is located in my
vault,.Q: Method for user to comment on my
website? I was wondering if it was possible to

have a user comment on my website. I'm
creating a personal website, and my idea is
that I have a blog, and users comment on

individual posts, using their Twitter profile and
email addresses. I was thinking that it may be
possible to have Twitter use a mobile phone's
GPS feature to allow a user to comment on my
website. Does this sound like something that

is possible? A: As @Vivek answered, such
mobile apps are called "Rich Internet

Applications". The best, and most likely
starting point, would be to take a look at

Twitter's JavaScript Docs, which contain some
really good examples. I would also suggest
looking at the documentation for the HTML5
"Geolocation API" (the "best" example is the

echoplex demo). This allows the client to
check the user's location, and then use a few
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parameters to discover and display info about
the user (depending on whether you want to
use the data in your app, which might be to

only show the Twitter handle and location, or
you want to access the Twitter API to get an
up to date tweet). Disclaimer: I've written an

RIA, it has nothing to do with Twitter. A:
Sounds like a Twitter-capable mobile phone

would be the way to go :)
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